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Company Overview
Solving the iGaming geolocation puzzle

GeoComply is a global leader in geolocation compliance
technology. Since Launching In 2011, GeoComply has quickly
become the iGaming industry’s trusted solution for proven, reliable
and accurate geolocation services. GeoComply’s patented and
proprietary geolocation solution is unparalleled in its level of
accuracy and integrity, as well as in its depth of security and ease
of implementation.
GeoComply’s proprietary and highly adaptive technology has
successfully met and exceeded all challenges put forth by
north american regulators with record-high verification rates.
increasingly, geocomply has been expanding its offering beyond
its primary focus of geolocation compliance into areas such as
payment and fraud analytics, and streaming media solutions.

Solving the US iGaming market’s
geolocation puzzle is the challenge
that inspired us to create GeoComply
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What they say
“GeoComply rose to the occasion and developed a system that
outperformed all other geolocation suppliers.”
DAVID REBUCK Director, DGE

“Delivering a geolocation solution which is not just compliant,
but also built and optimized with the player experience
in mind is a critical success factor for iGaming in North
America. GeoComply has always demonstrated to us that they
understand that and can deliver under tight deadlines and
across all platforms.”
MARCO CECCARELLI SVP & Chief Information Officer, Caesars Interactive

“There is no regulated online gambling industry in the US
without their technology.”
2015 JUDGES PANEL

“GeoComply were able to cut our payment fraud costs by at
least 85%. Their solution gave us access to more detail and data
than we had ever had before for our eCommerce transactions.
Their anti-fraud reports were literally good enough to take to
the bank in order to win our chargeback disputes!”
OMER SATTAR Senior VP, Sightline Payments
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Considerations
Protecting regional sovereignty online
Locating online users has been one of the great successes of the
Digital Economy, as Google Maps, Uber and Spotify demonstrate a
billion times a day.
Faking location is another success story of the internet. Online
streaming of BBC, Netflix, HBO and Premier League Football, who
restrict content by region, have become victims to hundreds of million
of illicit views by users effortlessly bypassing their location systems.
While the film, TV and Sports world deal with contractual issues around
licensing agreements, such leakages for the gaming, sports betting
and lottery industries have much higher stakes. “Side-stepping” border
sovereignty rights of such regulations puts the reputation of gaming
and lottery stakeholders at risk on a worldwide scale.

“Faking location on the internet takes
seconds; rebuilding a shattered compliance
reputation takes much longer.”

IP Geolocation is the Most
Common Form of Location
Detection.
But Using IP as the Primary
Source for Location Data has
Many Issues.

Other common forms of location spoofing:
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About the solution
GeoComply’s advanced and adaptive geolocation solutions can be
uniquely tailored to match complex legal and compliance requirements,
providing regulatory officials, as well as operators, with assurance that
their online gaming enterprises are fully compliant with the applicable
laws and regulations.

PROVEN | TESTED | ACCREDITED

350+

4200+

100k+

checks on every transaction

spoofing checks

unique fraudlent users blocked
every month

A compliance-grade, end-to-end geolocation and user
authentication solution.
Comply with complex
geolocation requirements.
GeoComply provides the industry’s most accurate
location detection, combining multi-source data
collection and verification throughwith the use of
machine learning and human intelligence.

Provide a seamless
player experience.
Location checks happen in milliseconds in the
background of a player’s session without disrupting
their experience.

Ensure every bet is from
a legitimate user.
Designed to handle high-volume traffic and to
ensure the highest level of up-time, GeoComply
avoids business disruption. Get the lowest rate of
false negatives and false positives by ensuring the
most precise inclusion zones for users near the
borders.

Increase digital identity
verification rates.
GeoComply offers a multi-vendor waterfall ID and
age verification process that provides a seamless
user experience.

Spot fraud before
it happens.
Empower your business by detecting fraud earlier in
customer interactions. Flag suspicious activities like
location masking, device integrity, location jumping
and synthetic identity.

GEOFENCE

Regardless of the use
case, we solve the
geolocation puzzle for
the iGaming industry

Country Level

State/City Level

Block Level

Building Level

Floor/Room/House Level

GeoComply now in over 44
U.S. states with over 2 billion
transactions a year!

Get started
If you would like to see how our geolocation compliance
and KYC solutions can meet your unique needs, please
email us at solutions@GeoComply.com

GeoComply.com
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